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TECH NIGHT, MONDAY, AUGUST 14, 7 p.m. 
 

Genealogy- Tips to research your family tree 
 
Denise Shanks is back for Tech Night this month to update us on what is available to search your 
family roots and to bring us new tools and technology.   
 
Denise Shanks, librarian at the Lexington Public Library, has worked there since 1994 and received 
her MLS in 1998 from UK.   For the past 17 years, she has worked in the Kentucky Room and has 
spent much of that time working with family researchers and developing programs and finding aids 
for genealogists.  She began leading classes about genealogy research about seven years ago.  
 
She will be showing us what Ancestry Library Edition 
(LE) has to offer and how to use it.  You will be 
amazed at how much information is available.  This 
particular subscription has to be accessed at the 
library.  
 
She will also spend time showing other online 
genealogy sources and demonstrate researching 
using these sources.  With all they offer, you can 
begin some research on your own from your home 
computer.  She will be sharing some of genealogists’ 
favorite websites.  Ancestry staff and volunteers are 
adding resources all the time to this collection of 
records.  She will be able to demonstrate a live 
search of “HeritageQuest” and “Find-a-Grave”.   
 
Everyone from beginners to the advanced genealogy researchers will learn something this night that 
will help them track their family tree.      CKCS   

 

CKCS Resource Center, 160 Moore Drive, Suite 107, Lexington, Kentucky 40503   (859) 373-1000   www.ckcs.org 
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President’s Comments 
 

By Brooke Thomas 

president@ckcs.org 

 
 

Lilly Crowley is retiring 
 
Lilly Crowley is retiring from Central Kentucky Computer 
Society. She made it official this month.  
 
If she weren’t moving so far away, I'm sure she would still be 
helping at CKCS.   She will be sorely missed, but we wish 
her well in her new adventure.  
 
Lilly became a member in 1997. She has performed many roles throughout the years. 
She was involved in developing many of the classes including the Greeting Card 

Class, the Works Class, the iPhone and the iPad class.  She 
has served as the office manager and volunteered as an office 
supervisor.  She has always been willing to help with the 
annual picnics and holiday parties. When Central Kentucky 
Computer Society held the CompuLex shows in Heritage Hall, 
she was there helping. She also served as a director on the 
CKCS Board. For years she has been the one responsible for 
sending out the thank-you cards to people who make 
donations.  
 
Not only did Lilly do all these things, but she willingly 
volunteered and took on these responsibilities with a smile and 
a great attitude. You could count on her to pitch in and help no 
matter the task.  

 
It's individuals like Lilly Crawley that make CKCS successful. She has been the 
strength behind the scenes that few people see, but keeps the organization going. We 
wish her well and hope that she stops by to visit when she is in town!      CKCS.  
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The Cloud and You 
By Ken Goodman 

 
Everybody who has a computer has heard all the hype about the Cloud.  I thought I’d explain what 
it’s all about and why it’s important.   
 
Let’s start with what the cloud is.  The cloud is the vast internet available to you through your web 
browser and web applications.  Web applications are the apps that run online 
and not directly from your physical computer.  Some examples of these 
applications include Google Docs, Google Sheets, Windows Modern Apps, etc. 
The evolution of the internet has come to include applications that use the 
internet as its source.  When you run a cloud application, it gets its code from the 
web and opens a window on your Windows 10 desktop.  These applications are 
different from traditional programs in that they are in a protected environment closed off from other 
parts of the environment.   
 
This brings us to the second part of this article: why is using the cloud important? As explained 

above, by running your applications from the internet, your computer has built a 
virtual environment around the application and it makes it much harder for 
malware to attack your computer.   This is the reason that Windows 10S was 
introduced by Microsoft.  They are trying to build a much more secure environment 
for you to work.  This is all well and good, but there are many applications that are 

not cloud based.  Microsoft has offered software developers a tool that helps convert desktop 
applications to cloud apps.   
 
Microsoft is currently working on its desktop office software (Office 365) to make it a full web app 
with all the functionality of the desktop applications.  They project that this will be done by end of the 
year.  Some think it may be early next year, but it will happen soon.  These are 
very complex programs.  There is already a version with less functionality 
available called Office Online.   
 
In the future, many of us will have to make decisions as to if we want to run pure 
desktop applications that cannot run under Windows 10S at the sake of security.  
In today’s environment, that can be very dangerous with the increase in malware we have been 
experiencing.    CKCS 

 
The three logos shown on this page are One Drive, (top) Google Drive (middle) and iCloud drive (at bottom). 

 
Kenneth Goodman is a CKCS member who lives in Florida. 

He leads a weekly computer class in Fort Lauderdale.  
We are grateful for the articles he writes for this newsletter. 
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Digital Photography Special Interest Group 
  

August 22, 2017 

KET Visits CKCS 
 

Most of you have seen some of the wonderful work that KET has done.  They have a 
great list of art, music, theatre, local events and much, much more.  One of their staff 
photographers, Steve Shaffer, will make a presentation to CKCS at 7 p.m. on August 
22, 2017.  Steve has worked at KET for some 15 years and has a lot of experience in 
different aspects of photography.  He will talk to us about some of his experiences at 
KET. Steve will be talking about skills one must possess in order to be successful in 
production and give some advice on getting a good shot for video production.  Here are a couple of 
his videos from KET which you may wish to view.   

https://www.ket.org/episode/KVPRO+000064/  

https://www.ket.org/episode/KVPRO+000067/ 

 

From his LinkedIn page:  “Staff photographer (still) migrating into video in 2009.  Now producing, 
shooting, lighting and editing video is my primary responsibility, producing everything from 1 minute 
promotional pieces to 30-minute series episodes.”  

 

“I began with image/promotional pieces and expanded to series segments for shows like Kentucky Life 
and Kentucky Collectibles.  That work culminated in 2 Emmy nominations for 2015. In 2016, I produced, 
shot, directed and edited an episode of Kentucky Collectibles featuring country music star Vince Gill.” 

A couple of his shots: 

                                   

The August photo contest is “Arches”.  

This topic can be interpreted in many ways so it will be fun to see what you submit!  Get out and take 

some good shot and submit them to joedietz@aol.com no later than August 21. 

This will be an extremely interesting evening.  So come on out! 

 

 

https://www.ket.org/episode/KVPRO+000064/
https://www.ket.org/episode/KVPRO+000067/
mailto:joedietz@aol.com
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CKCS Hall of Fame Photo Contest Winners 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   CKCS
. 
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News to use 

 

Three SIGs on vacation this month 
 

The Word SIG, led by Larry Trivette on the first Tuesday each month, will not meet in August. 
The Tech Chat SIG, led by Bob Brown on the first Thursday each month will not meet in August. 
The Windows 10 SIG, led by Mike Seiler on the second Tuesday each month will not meet this 
month.   
 

CKCS Office Supervisors also on vacation 
 

As is tradition, the volunteer office supervisors take some time off around this time each year.  Their 
vacation started on July 31.  They will be back on duty Monday, August 14.  Although no one is 
officially on duty during the vacation period, a manager checks for and responds to left phone 
messages usually on the next business day. 
 

Photo contest make-up scheduled 
 

Each month, the Digital Photography SIG traditionally conducts a photo contest.  Due to meeting at a 
camera store in June, they were unable to conduct their June photo contest.  The photos on the 
category “Close-ups,” submitted for June, will be evaluated and voted on at the August 22 meeting.   
 

August is re-registration month for Kroger donations 
 

Thanks to all CKCS members and supporters who signed up last year to have their Kroger donations 
sent to CKCS.  The Kroger rebate to CKCS money provides us with a few extras that we would not 
have without another form of income. 
 
This is a reminder that Kroger requires every participant in its Community Rewards program to re-
register during the month of August.  Doing so means that donations created beginning in 
September will continue to sent to CKCS. 
 
The easiest way is to call 1-800-KROGERS and choose Option #3. The Kroger agent will take your 
information as necessary for the current year.  The CKCS code is 11119, or just give them our 
name.  
 
You can also get help at the CKCS office on or after August 14, (when the office supervisors return 
from vacation). 
 
If you want to do this online, go to the Kroger webpage (www.kroger.com) and follow the instructions 
to register, the code number for CKCS is 11119 – you will need to know this at some point during the 
process. 
 
Hurry and do it early in August so you don’t forget it.     CKCS. 
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Kurt Jefferson’s June column is his last 
 
After 21 years of writing a column for CKCS, Kurt Jefferson is easing off the accelerator and 
reverting to only leading his Mac and iPad SIG at 7 p.m. on the second Thursday of the month, 
occasionally teaching classes and assisting the Saturday “iHelp” sessions. 
 
His column in June will be his last.  When there was no column in July, 
several of our members wondered what happened, because Kurt never 
missed making valuable input to each CKCS newsletter.   
 
Early on, his columns were limited to one page or less when CKCS had a 
hard-copy newsletter (Computer File) distributed by mail.  Once we began 
an internet online publication in February 2009, Kurt was able to expand his 
column to cover much more of Apple’s products and news.   
 
Kurt first joined CKCS in October 1994 and has become an important 
contributor to the organization ever since.  In addition to authoring his 
column, he has taught classes, led his SIG and once served on the board 
of directors.  For 21 years he has written his column which once was called 
The Mac Corner, but more recently simply Mac and iPad.   
 
Back in the early 90's, Kurt moved to Lexington where he worked as a news reporter/photographer 
for WLEX-TV (Channel 18).  After working at the station for four years, he began working for the 
newly launched online division of the Lexington Herald Leader.  Insiders at the paper called it New 
Media, but those visiting the web site called it Kentucky Connect.  Eventually, the name changed to 
Kentucky.com.  Kurt, along with co-workers, created the daily version of the online newspaper - 
transferring stories appearing in the paper edition to the web.  Kurt also shot video, including post-
game interviews with U.K. and University of Louisville basketball and football coaches.  In those 
early internet days, he also videotaped game highlights and put links on the Herald Leader's web site 
so viewers could watch clips of the games that had just concluded. 
 
The Aviation Museum of Kentucky, based at Blue Grass Airport, holds aviation camps for youth from 
10-16 years old.  For nearly a decade, during June and July, Kurt has taken a break from his SIG 
duties at CKCS to teach the aeronautics section of the camp to youth in Lexington, Louisville, 
Bowling Green, Pikeville and Hazard.   
 
CKCS will be forever grateful to Kurt for his reporting about Apple’s history and products and 
keeping us abreast of the latest news.  We are also grateful that he will continue to lead his Mac and 
iPad SIG, plus occasional classes and iHelp sessions.      CKCS. 
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TECH TALK 
 

by Joe Isaac 

joeisaac1234@gmail.com  

 

How to save a web site 
I think you will love these ! 

IN GOOGLE: 
Reduce the size of the website page so you can see the desktop.   

At the left of the address bar, left click the icon in front of the http or www and drag it to the desktop.   
 

 
 
IN MICROSOFT EDGE: 
HOW TO PUT A WEBSITE AS A TILE ON THE START MENU 
Open the web site (like CKCS)in Microsoft Edge, right click the 3 dots at the upper right, then click 
on PIN THIS PAGE TO START, click yes in the next menu.  
 

 
 
 
 

mailto:joeisaac1234@gmail.com
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HOW TO PUT A WEB ADDRESS 

LINK ICON ON YOUR DESKTOP: 

 

1. Highlight web address and do 

Control C to copy. 

 

2. Right click the Desktop go down to 

New and click on Shortcut. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3. Do Control V to copy and click on Next and name the icon, then click Finish. 

 

 

 
         CKCS. 
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Computer Security should be NUMBER ONE 
By Ken Goodman 

 
With the increased outbreak of security threats, I’m sure we are all very worried.  There is an 
increasing number of threats that you need to protect yourself from.  They include phishing attempts, 
ransomware, viruses, spyware, any new type of threat that the bad guys can think of.  Well, we all 
need to be on our toes and protect ourselves.  Therefore, computer security should be your 
Number ONE concern.    
 
 Here is a list of things I do and you should also do to protect ourselves from these threats: 
 

1. Since the vulnerabilities were detected quickly, Microsoft patched them in  Window’s 10 
security updates.  Microsoft has been on top of these threats and acts quickly.  Therefore, two 
things we can derive from this: 

a. Be on Windows 10 
b. Keep up with the security updates 

2. The next precaution is to never click on links that you do not expect.  If you are expecting a 
link in an email or text that you expected from someone, you should be fairly secure in 
opening it.  Otherwise, I would not click on the link or document.  If one comes and you’re not 
sure, first contact the sender directly (not through the link) to find out if and why it was sent.  

3. It is imperative for your computer to have a highly-rated internet security package.  If you can 
afford it, get one of the highly rated purchased products, or if you are on a budget, you can 
get one of the highly rated free packages.  To determine which products are best, you can 
perform a Google search and review the results.  Some of the highest rated paid packages 
include Norton Security, McAfee Security and Bitdefender.   Some of the free packages 
include Avast internet Security, Outpost Security Suite and Comodo internet Security.  Also, 
as an extra protection, I use Malwarebytes.  Malwarebytes works alongside the other security 
suites.  The free version cannot protect you from ransomware since it only runs when you 
manually start it.  If you can afford it, I would buy the one that runs all the time and protects 
you on the go.    

4. If you get a notice from a vendor or institution you are involved with DO NOT CLICK ON THE 
LINK PROVIDED or CALL the NUMBER LISTED!   Instead, go directly to the website of the 
vendor or institution, or call the number that the vendor provides and then check out the 
information.  For credit cards, the number is the back of the card and other vendors have their 
support numbers, or ways to contact them, on their websites or their bills. 

5. The last suggestion is to back up your software often.  I suggest two different approaches.  
a. The first is a personal data backup.  You can do this using Windows File History that is 

found in Settings or Control Panel.  This should be done to an external drive.  In case 
of an attack turn off your machine immediately and detach the external drive. 

b. The other is a full disk backup.  This will allow you to reinstall your system to a point 
prior to the attack.  You should run this when you feel your system is at a place where 
it is stable.  This does not have to be done as often.  This can also be done through the 
Windows 7 Backup tool also found in Settings and Control Panel. 

 
I hope these suggestions help and you never must worry about an attack on your computer.  
Remember:  Make Computer Security your Number ONE concern.          CKCS

. 

Kenneth Goodman is a CKCS member who lives in Florida. 
He leads a weekly computer class in Fort Lauderdale.  

We are grateful for the articles he writes for this newsletter. 
RETURN TO CONTENTS PAGE 
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If you hate remembering passwords, try a password manager 
 
The CKCS Tech Night presentation, headed by Kenneth Tubaugh on July 10, offered solutions to 

keeping track and using 
passwords.  Not just any 
password, but super secure 
ones up to 64 characters long 
with a mixture of numbers, 
caps and lower case letters 
and all sorts of symbols.   
 
Those present that night 
named just four of many 
password manager programs 
available to members.  He 
listed them on the white 
board in the photo at left. 
Some cost reasonable 
monthly or annual fees, but a 
few are free.  Kenneth 
concentrated on 1Password, 
a program he has used for 
years.  It was free until just 
recently when a $3 charge 
per month has been 
announced.   
 
With a PM (password 
manager) the user only has 

to remember one strong password with which to access his/her personal PM program.   
 
Setting up a PM program takes time.  So to simplify the process, Kenneth recommended doing them 
one at a time – but only when you need to access a particular website or program.  The PM program 
generates long and complicated passwords and keeps track of them for when you need them.  For 
example, if you need to access the Apple website, once your PM has created your secure password 
and you changed it online with apple, all you have to do is remember your one password to access 
your PM program and then type in the name you assigned that site (such as) Apple, and the PM 
program does the rest.   You get online and you only have one password you must remember – the 
one to access your PM program and it does the rest. 
 
Kenneth expressed a willingness to assist anyone needing suggestions and answers to get going 
with the PM system.  Although his expertise is only with the 1Password program, he offers 
suggestions with any PM program you choose.  He may be reached by using 
kenneth.tubaugh@ckcs.org to set a time convenient to call him.  Of the programs listed on the white 
board, KeePass is free.        CKCS. 
 

Kenneth Tubaugh Photo by Boone Baldwin  
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APPLE NEWS 

The Fourth Generation Apple TV and Net Neutrality 
by Betsy Johnson and Joe Settles 

 
My family purchased our first television in 1953.  We've come a long way since the 50's when we 
had just two television stations out of Louisville, Ky.  I lived in rural Washington County as a child, 
and I remember walking outside to turn the antenna just to be able get a signal from these two 
stations.  It was a two-man operation.  I would turn the antenna until the person inside would shout, 
"Okay!  We're in focus!"   
 
Here's a little television trivia: 
1926 - First public demonstration of a television set. 
1928 - First analog television system. The first television station and broadcast of analog television 

signals. 
1929 - Experimental broadcasting in England and Germany. 
1930 - The first television drama is broadcast in London, "The man with the flower in his mouth." 
1932 - BBC starts regular television broadcasting. 
1941 - First advertisement is aired in New York. 
1941 - Brooklyn Dodgers and Philadelphia Phillies ballgame is broadcast. 
1946 - Color television begins broadcasting. 
1947 - First broadcast of Howdy Doody. 
1948 - Ed Sullivan show starts broadcasting. 
1949 - The Lone Ranger begins broadcasting. 
Today, we have the Apple TV, fourth generation. 
 
This latest version of Apple TV has been updated in so many ways.  The biggest advantage of the 
fourth generation Apple TV is that it has its own App store.  It's an independent iOS device that does 
not have to be linked to AirPlay.  So you can stream everything from music to movies, to exercise 
and shopping apps to games and more.  And with the Siri Remote, 
you can do it all with the sound of your voice.  For example, tell 
Siri the name of a movie you'd like to rent, and she'll find every 
site that has it available ( Amazon Prime, Hulu , Netflix, UTube, for 
example) and list the price.   Or, if you are looking for an actor, 
you simply say, "Show me all of Pee Wee Herman's movies," and 
she will display every movie he's made and where to rent it.    
 
You have a choice between the 64 GB and 32 GB Apple TV.  The 
two devices are alike in every way.  Both models have the ability 
to use an external drive for storage and both models will play 
5.1/7.1 Dolby digital surround sound for your home theater or your 
sound stick. 
 
The 32 GB Apple TV sells for $149, while the 64GB Apple TV sells for $199.  It's very important to 
purchase the Apple Care protection plan for $29 for two years.  If anything goes wrong, Apple will 
replace it.  There's also telephone tech support for any other issues that might occur.  The HDMI 
cable is not included with the Apple TV, so this can be purchased at the Apple Store for $29. 
 
There is also another advantage to using the Apple TV fourth generation.  There's no need for 
cable or satellite.  Simply download the Direct TV Now app, which starts at $35 a month.  The 
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first month is free, and after that, your credit card with be charged through the app store.  Since this 
app has DVR capabilities, you will be able to record movies or TV programs.  This app can be used 
anywhere - at home or while you're traveling as long as you have access to WIFI.  Apple TV 
communicates with all iOS devices – iPhone, iPad and the Apple Watch. 

Net Neutrality 
 
In spite of the exciting innovations offered by Apple TV, one drawback of which everyone should be 
aware, is the subject of net neutrality.  Net neutrality allows everyone to have the same access to the 
same information when using the internet.  Net neutrality keeps the major internet companies from 
charging us based on what we have streamed.  Net neutrality also means there are no corporate 
controls over any content. 
 
In 2015, the FCC took steps to preserve net neutrality after millions of Americans demanded that the 
internet be protected from any type of corporate control. 
 
This recent progress is now in jeopardy of being undone.  There is a movement to divide the internet 
into "slow lanes" and "fast lanes" which would put restrictions on information and content.  This 
would allow big corporations and the telecom industry more control over the information and content 
online.  Obviously, this would have serious consequences if this is allowed to happen. 
 
The internet should be a space for an open and free exchange of ideas and information for 
everyone, a place where individuals and businesses, large or small, are given the same 
opportunities as the multi-billion dollar corporations.  Since its beginning, the internet has been a 
remarkable tool for the dissemination of information in this country.  Ending net neutrality protection 
would be the end of a free and open internet.  It's vital that the internet remain a space for an open 
exchange of ideas and information.     CKCS 

 
Joe Settles has been a member of CKCS 

since 2005   He's taught Apple OS operating 
systems, photo editing applications, and a 
SIG on the third generation of Apple TV.  He 
has also served two years on the Board of 
Directors. 
 

Betsy Johnson is a new member to 

CKCS.  She's looking forward to contributing 
articles, attending CKCS classes and 
improving her photography skills. 
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New Members and Renewals 
During the period from 6/25/2017 to 7/21/2017 

 
 

We welcome the following new members who joined CKCS during this reporting period: 

 
Joe Bell 

Vickie Burke 
Jane Burton 
Tracy Elton 
Ann Galvin 

Nancy Strassner 
Rayford Sullivan 

 
 
 
We thank and welcome back the following members who renewed their memberships during 
this reporting period:    
 

Richard & Mary Bevevino 
Robert Barry Bingham 
Nancy & Allen Dawson 

Darrell W. Doty 
Tony & Nancy Goetz 

Lael F. Heflin 
Robert B. Johnson 

Jacob & Mary Karnes, Jr 
Tom Lillich 

Jane Ellen Myers 
Bettye Neal 
Jo Stratton 

 
Information furnished by CKCS Board of Directors member Ben Rice            CKCS. 
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Not a member ?  
We invite you to join CKCS 

 
Here is how: It is simple and quick 

 
(If now a member – be sure to renew) 

 
 

 

Call (859) 373-1000 and a friendly office supervisor will be glad to help you. 

or 

Stop by the CKCS Resource Center at 160 Moore Drive, Lexington 40503. 

 

Office hours Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Friday’s 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

 

We need you and will welcome you as a full-fledged member.  
Members are eligible to attend all Special Interest Group sessions. 

 
 Members receive a discount on all classes, workshops and seminars   
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August 2017 CKCS SIG Schedule 
Larry Trivette prepared the SIG calendar. Print this page for your refrigerator or bulletin board. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

31 Jul 01 Aug 02 Aug 03 Aug 04 Aug 05 Aug 

 1:30 PM 

Word 
Processing 

LARRY 
TRIVETTE 

No meeting 
this month 

 9:00 AM  

Photo Coffee 
 

1:30 PM  

Tech Chat 
BOB BROWN 

No meeting this 
month 

7:00 PM 

Board Meeting 

 10:00 AM – NOON 
Dr. Fixit 

Bring in your problem PC 
and we'll try to help 

iHelp 
Bring in your iPhone, 

iPad, or Mac device and 
get one-on-one 

assistance 

07 Aug 08 Aug 09 Aug 10 Aug 11 Aug 12 Aug 

 7:00 PM 

Windows 10 
MIKE SEILER 

No meeting 
this month 

 9:00 AM 

Photo Coffee 

 
7:00 PM 

Mac & iPad 
KURT JEFFERSON 

 

  

14 Aug 15 Aug 16 Aug 17 Aug 18 Aug 19 Aug 

7:00 PM 

Tech Night 
Denise Shanks, 

 UK Special 
Collections Libr.  

Genealogy 

7:00 PM 

Android 
Devices 
TUBAUGH, 
BALDWIN, 

BROWN 

 9:00 AM 

Photo Coffee 
 

7:00 PM 

Access Database 
STUART ZAHALKA 

  

21 Aug 22 Aug 23 Aug 24 Aug 25 Aug 26 Aug 
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This Month’s Best Videos / Shows 
 

SUGGESTIONS:  
To view a video, just click on the appropriate link below.  Once you finish viewing a video, 
if you maximized the video to full screen, minimize the image by clicking that same full 
screen icon. 
Then click on the arrow in the upper left corner of your monitor.  The arrow should look 
like one of the images at left.  That should return you to the video page in the newsletter.   
If instead, it returns you to page 1 of the newsletter, a single click on the left blue section 
of the newsletter logo on page 1 and an invisible link should take you back to the video 
page you were on.  If this does not work, let me know your experience and we will work 
on the problem.  Use newsletter@ckcs.org . 

Air Canada flight attempted landing on taxiway on July 7 was scary Click on the PLAY symbol in middle of third pix. 
http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/17/ntsb-air-canada-pilot-actually-flew-over-plane-before-

aborting-landing/     
Furnished by Jerry Heaton 

View of an amazing aircraft contrail viewed from an aircraft passing 1000 feet overhead.   
   http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5rmz7u_un-pilote-filme-un-avion-qui-arrive-droit-sur-lui_fun  

Furnished by Jerry Heaton 

Amazing places on the planet 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICFQS_jpzFY 

Furnished by Mike Seiler 

Truck gets caught on RR crossing in Studenka, Czech Republic 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCO_UCBfBTY    

Furnished by Carl Peter 

Dads with some lightning fast reflexes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=ewEUYcwGg5g 

Furnished by D. Stans 

Young deer rescued by excavator operator 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=v8a74qXibyo 

Furnished by D. Stans 

Ten clever kitchen video hacks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRi4N7MLVik     

Furnished by D. Stans 

Cutest sleeping animals  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kxjBbdLXRA     

Furnished by D, Stans 

This is when you know it is really hot 
 http://thechive.com/2014/05/22/you-know-its-hot-out-when-28-photos/    

Furnished by D. Stans 

They call themselves “Mentalists”  On America’s Got Talent – can you figure out how they do this?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=QYY2l35qtIA     

Furnished by Jerry Heaton 

Fifty famous parental sayings according to comedian Andy Andrews – all in 60 seconds 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=KMRj9mvBdzw       

Furnished by D. Stans 
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A few Funny Pages / Useful Information 
 

At the movies 
 
When the usher noticed a man stretched across three seats in the movie theater, he walked over 
and whispered, "Sorry, Sir, but you are allowed only one seat." The man moaned but didn't budge. 
"Sir," the usher said more loudly, "if you don't move, I'll have to call the manager." The man moaned 
again but stayed where he was. The usher left and returned with the manager, who, after several 
attempts at dislodging the fellow, called the police. The cop looked at the reclining man and said, "All 
right, what's your name, joker?" "Joe", he mumbled. "And where are you from, Joe?" Joe responds 
painfully, "The balcony!" 

Furnished by Carl Peter 

 

The good old days of Vaudeville  
There were lots of Jewish comedians.  Here are some well know jokesters from those days:  
Shecky Greene, Red Buttons, Totie Fields, Joey Bishop, Milton Berle, Jan Murray, Danny Kaye, 
Henny Youngman, Buddy Hackett, Sid Caesar, Groucho Marx, Jackie Mason, Woody Allen, Lenny 
Bruce, George Burns, Allan Sherman, Jerry Lewis, Carl Reiner, Shelley Berman, Gene Wilder, 
George Jessel, Alan King, Mel Brooks, Phil Silvers, Jack Carter, Rodney Dangerfield, Don Rickles, 
Jack Benny, Mansel Rubenstein and so many others.  
 
Here are some of their jokes which in those days would not contain a single swear word in their comedy.   
 
 I just got back from a pleasure trip.  
I took my mother-in-law to the airport.  
 

 I've been in love with the same woman for 49 years!  
If my wife ever finds out, she'll kill me!  
 

 What are three words a woman never wants to hear when she's making love? "Honey, I'm home!"  
 

 Someone stole all my wife’s credit cards but I won't be reporting it.  
The thief spends less than my wife did.  
   

 We always hold hands.  
If I let go, she shops.  
 

 My wife and I went back to the hotel where we spent our wedding night; only this time I stayed in the 
bathroom and cried.  
 

 My wife and I went to a hotel where we got a waterbed.  
My wife called it the Dead Sea.  
 

 She was at the beauty shop for two hours. That was only for the estimate.  
She got a mudpack and looked great for two days. Then the mud fell off.  
 

 The Doctor gave a man six months to live.  
The man couldn't pay his bill so the doctor gave him another six months.  
 

 The Doctor called Mrs. Cohen saying,  
"Mrs. Cohen, your check came back. "  
Mrs. Cohen answered, "So did my arthritis!"  
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 Doctor: "You'll live to be 60!"  
Patient: "I am 60!"  
Doctor: "See! What did I tell you?"  
 

 Patient: "I have a ringing in my ears."  
Doctor: "Don't answer!"  
 

 A drunk was in front of a judge.  
The judge says, "You've been brought here for drinking."  
The drunk says "Okay, let's get started."  
 

 Why do Jewish divorces cost so much? 
They're worth it.   
   

The Harvard School of Medicine did a study of why Jewish women like Chinese food so much. The study 
revealed that this is due to the fact that Won Ton spelled backward is Not Now.  
 

There is a big controversy on the Jewish view of when life begins.  
In Jewish tradition, the fetus is not considered viable until it graduates from medical school.   
 
Q: Why don't Jewish mothers drink?  
A: Alcohol interferes with their suffering.   
   

Q: Why do Jewish mothers make great parole officers?  
A: They never let anyone finish a sentence!   
   

A man called his mother in Florida,  
"Mom, how are you?"  
"Not too good," said the mother. "I've been very weak."  
The son said, "Why are you so weak?"  
She said, "Because I haven't eaten in 38 days."  
The son said, "That's terrible. Why haven't you eaten in 38 days?"  
The mother answered, "Because I didn't want my mouth to be filled with food if you should call."   
   

A Jewish boy comes home from school and tells his mother he has a part in the play.  
She asks, "What part is it?"  
The boy says, "I play the part of the Jewish husband."  
The mother scowls and says, "Go back and tell the teacher you want a speaking part."   
   

Q: How many Jewish mothers does it take to change a light bulb?  
A: (Sigh) "Don't bother. I'll sit in the dark. I don't want to be a nuisance to anybody."  
 

Short summary of every Jewish holiday:  
They tried to kill us. We won. Let's eat.   
   

Did you hear about the bum who walked up to a Jewish mother on the street and said, "Lady, I haven't 
eaten in three days."  
"Force yourself," she replied.   
   

Q: What's the difference between a Rottweiler and a Jewish mother?  
A: Eventually, the Rottweiler lets go.   
   

Aah! Memories of the good ole days!  
 

Furnished by Harvey Shackelford 
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KyTrade IS A CORPORATE PARTNER OF CKCS 
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CKCS List of Special Interest Groups 

Each month the Central Kentucky Computer Society offers eleven Special Interest Groups (SIGs) which may be attended by 
members and their guests.  Visitors are cordially invited to become active CKCS members. Starting times of SIGS are as 

indicated in the listing.  Always check the “Monthly Schedule” and the “Newsletter” link on the CKCS home 
page for any schedule changes www.ckcs.org  

ANDROID SIG 
Meets monthly on the third Tuesday  
at 7 p.m. – Leaders are Boone Baldwin,  
Bob Brown, and Kenneth Tubaugh 
 

The Android SIG is dedicated to covering the 
world's most widely used mobile operating 
system, Android’s abundant variations, the 
hardware that runs it, and all things concerning 
Google’s parent company, Alphabet Inc.  Our 
contributors include technology enthusiasts 
and professionals in the industry who have 
come together under a united passion: a love 
of mobile technology.  This group is open to 
anyone interested in discussing the Android 
ecosystem, contributing tips and tricks, 
promoting apps, sharing experiences, and 
exploring Alphabet Inc. related news. 
 
 

DATABASE SIG 
Meets monthly on the fourth Monday  
at 7 p.m. – Leader Garland Smith  
 
 

DIGITAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY SIG 
Meets monthly on the fourth Tuesday  
at 7 p.m. – Leader Joe Dietz 
 
The Digital Photography Special Interest Group 
is a forum to provide and share information 
about digital imaging.  The SIG frequently has 
guest speakers to cover a wide range of topics 
that are related to digital imaging.  Some of our 
past topics have been on digital archiving (AKA 
Backup), getting the best out of your point and 
shoot camera, effective lighting when taking 
pictures, restoring old photos and many others.  
The goal of this SIG is to help attendees to 

better understand digital imaging, learning how 
to get the best out of their cameras and how to 
improve their images with digital imaging 
software such as Corel’s Paint Shop Pro, 
Photoshop CS/Elements, Gimp or other 
program.  Each meeting starts with a photo 
contest with a variety of different categories.   
 
 

DR. FIXIT SIG  
Meets monthly on the first Saturday  
at 10 a.m. –Leaders are Bob Brown, Ben 
Rice, James Osborne, and Mike Seiler.   
 
Bring in your sick computer for evaluation.  Our 
‘experts’ will diagnose the problem and if 
possible make simple repairs.  All you need to 
bring is the CPU.  Our leaders will use a 
mouse and monitor we have on hand.   
 
 

iHELP SIG 
Meets monthly on the first Saturday  
at 10 a.m. in the classroom.   iHelp leaders 
Jeannine Essig, Lilly Crawley, Janet 
Cartmell, Kurt Jefferson, Joe Settles, 
Brooke Thomas and Joe Dietz 
 
Bring your questions about Apple iPhone, 
tablets and computers.  Our iHelpers offer one-
on-one advice and suggestions.   It is best if 
you bring your Apple devices, fully charged 
when you come.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/HeatonLaptop/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Windows/Network%20Shortcuts/http/www.ckcs.org
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MAC AND iPAD SIG 
Meets monthly on the second Thursday  
at 7 p.m. – Leader Kurt Jefferson 
Attendees are encouraged to bring their Mac 
laptops and iPad tablets to experience 
firsthand the tips provided at each meeting.  

Whether you’re a beginner to the Mac or iPad, of 

you’ve been using both devices for several The 
Mac and iPad SIG tackles issues to help make 
both Apple’s Mac computers and its iPad tablet 
easier to use and more enjoyable.  We deal 
with a variety of topics ranging from Mac OS X 
(pronounced “10”) to iOS, the operating system 
running Apple’s iPad.  We share tips at every 
meeting and provide insights to empower users 
to get more out of their Macs and their iPads.  
Users years, you’ll walk away with plenty of tips, 

tricks, and advice to make your computing 
experience more enjoyable.   
 
 
 

MICROSOFT ACCESS 
SIG  
Meets monthly on the third Thursday  
at 7 p.m. – Leader Stuart Zahalka  
 

 
 

TECH CHAT SIG 
Meets monthly on the first Thursday at 1:30 
p.m.  Leader Bob Brown 

 
Keeping up with personal and home 
technology is getting harder.  New products 
and new internet services are coming rapid 
fire. The purpose of the Tech Chat Group is to 
talk about technology as it happens. We are 
trying to stay aware of new ideas and 
understand what impact they will have on us. 
 
 
 

WINDOWS SIG 
Meets monthly on the second Tuesday  
at 7 p.m.  – Leader Mike Seiler 
 
Topics covered may be: Windows 10, Cortana, 
EDGE, Alarms & Clock, PHOTOS, Google 
Maps, Spotify, Settings, Mail, Control Panel, 
System Restore, Disk Cleanup, Desktop, 
Taskbar.      
 
 

WORD PROCESSING 
SIG 
Meets monthly on the first Tuesday  
at 1:30 p.m. Leader Larry Trivette 
 
The Word Processing SIG starts with questions 
from classmates where the SIG leader and all 
attending help provide solutions and answers.  
In fact, many of the topics presented during 
each session come from questions received by 
email during the month.  Topics are presented 
so that new as well as advanced computer 
users will benefit by attending.  This workshop 
uses several Microsoft Word versions during 
the SIG.   
 
 

UNIX / LINUX SIG 
Meets monthly on the fourth Thursday  
at 7 p.m. – Leader Lewis Gardner 
 
The Linux SIG handles a wide range of 
technical topics.  Linux is based on Unix which 
is the granddaddy of modern networking.  We 
spend a considerable amount of time on 
servers, networks, routers, access points and 
general network configuration.  These 
operating systems are at the heart of many 
devices in our increasingly connected world.  
Come out and we will try to get your questions 
answered, your problems troubleshot or 
devices configured.  .CKCS.  
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